


Introducing Explora, a new Splashpad® collection that 
invites children and their parents to explore how water 
delivers its magic. It’s all about moving, pushing, pulling 
and spinning play activities, helping kids engage more 
deeply in the wonderful process of discovery.

A NEW 
GATEWAY 
FOR KIDS 
TO EXPLORE 
THE WONDER 
OF WATER



Our innovative Orb brings a new level of 
interaction to every play feature; its shape 
and feel enabling children of all ages and 
sizes to move, push, pull and spin!

LUNA NO1
(VOR 7230)

LUNA NO2
(VOR 7231)

LUNA NO3
(VOR 7234)

Press the Podsprays, 
control the spin

Discover the spin “sweet 
spot”, make a splash

Aim the TwistNozzle™ to 
create spirals and lassos

ORB

TWISTNOZZLE™

ORB

LUNA CANNON NO1
(VOR 7235)

BOBBLE NO1
(VOR 7232)

BOBBLE NO2
(VOR 7233)

Shoot a 
spiraling stream

Swirl the Orb, 
fill the bowl

More bowls means more 
friends can play





HELIO NO1
(VOR 7236)

HELIO NO2
(VOR 7237)

HELIO NO3
(VOR 7238)

Spin the Mega Orb for a 
unique laminar effect

Create a giant 
spiral effect

Spin the Mega Orb, create 
twirling water jets

The Mega Orb provides a captivating and tactile 
play experience for all ages! A variety of dramatic 
water effects engages children and promotes the 
learning of action and reaction.

MEGA
ORB

MEGA ORB

HELIO NO4
(VOR 7239)

HELIO NO5
(VOR 7240)

HELIO NO6
(VOR 7241)

Aim the water and 
change the splash

Soak up the rain cloud, 
dodge the spiraling jets

Cool off in a cloud of rain while 
controlling the twirling jets





With more than 6,500 installations in 45 countries, in public, commercial and entertainment 
settings, Vortex Aquatic Structures International Inc. is the world leader in aquatic play 
landscapes and entertainment. Vortex International provides imaginative, durable aquatic 
play and water feature solutions that create everlasting memories. Our ongoing mission is 
to develop fun, safe and reliable products for families and children of all ages and abilities.
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